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Disclaimer
While Hecktic Media Inc. (HMI) and the

authors have used their best efforts in

preparing this ebook, they make no

representations or warranties with

respect to the accuracy or completeness of

the contents of this book and specifically

disclaim any implied warranties of

merchantability or fitness for a particular

purpose. The advice and strategies in this

ebook are directed at travel brands looking

to work with influencers, and may not be

suitable for all online situations. Neither HMI

nor the authors shall be liable for any loss of

profit or other commercial damages,

including but not limited to special,

incidental, consequential, or other damages

as a result of the use of this Influencer

Pricing Report. Because of the dynamic

nature of online media, certain web

addresses or links contained in this book

may have changed since publication and

may no longer be valid.

All contents copyright © Hecktic Media

Inc. All rights reserved. No part of this

document may be reproduced or

transmitted in any form without the prior

written consent of Hecktic Media Inc.



In the last seven years, the team at HMI has

executed successful influencer campaigns for a

range of clients in the tourism industry. And

since 2019, one concept has really taken hold.

We designed Creator House with the premise

of giving content creators freedom to create

their own itineraries and experiences while in a

destination. Not only does this allow for exciting

and organic content, but the influencers

appreciate the freedom and trust. And in early

iterations of it, the destinations themselves have

been blown away by the results.

Four Creator Houses have gone off without a

hitch, but the pandemic forced one to be

canceled and another postponed indefinitely.

We are eager and ready to resume these

campaigns once the world has opened up to

travel further, and in the meantime, I want to

help you prepare for that too.

Part of the struggle that comes with planning

such campaigns is knowing what to expect

and/or how to negotiate influencer fees. How

can you anticipate what the influencers will

charge? And what deliverables are reasonable to

expect in return? (These are the two biggest

questions we get.)

Let this report guide you. Over the past

couple of years, we’ve received applications

from hundreds of creators to attend Creator

House. With all of that data at our disposal, our

team has done a deep analytical dive to come

up with some guidelines on what to expect

with pricing and deliverables. We’ve broken it

down by the number of followers, type of

influencer (blogger, Instagrammer, etc.), and

even geographically. While there certainly are

anomalies that stand out from others, and

specific situations that need to be considered

(hello, pandemic!) I expect that this document

will help give you confidence as you set your

budget and go into negotiations with

influencers for future campaigns. And if you

need any further help with it, never hesitate to

get in touch.

INFLUENCER PRICING REPORT

~ Dalene Heck

https://creator-house.com/


Depending on the desirability of your location and campaign, the level of

influencer you will attract will very likely be affected by this. In our analysis, the

greatest number of influencers who applied with no fee were those with less

than 10,000 followers, and then it decreased significantly from there.

Regarding those six Creator Houses that we received applications for, I must

disclose that half of them were based on in-kind (non-fee) arrangements only. This

means that the influencers traveled to the destination and promoted the experience

on their channels without any payment beyond the trip itself. Those campaigns

were not included in this analysis, although there were also a good number of

creators in the three remaining campaigns that did not charge a fee (~24% of the

total).

I am sure that you are now asking: Well now, why would I pay anything if I can get it

for free? There are several reasons why... 
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To Pay or Not to Pay?



Eager to build their own travel

influencer resume (and while the

demand for their services may be

less), lower-level influencers will

certainly be most likely attracted to an

in-kind arrangement. There are still

definite advantages to working with

creators with smaller audiences (and

the bang for your buck may be

bigger), but if your goal is to reach

larger audiences, then expect to

apportion some budget to cover

influencer fees.
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When an influencer is paid a fee, they

are then moving the coverage from

editorial to marketing, which means

you may have some control over the

messaging. It is not uncommon in this

instance for you to ask for very

precise deliverables, and also to

ensure that the influencer tags your

accounts, uses specific hashtags, etc.

You may also be able to request the

right to approve content before it is

posted (some influencers are hesitant

to provide this, but it is possible).

Not uncommonly, we’ve seen influencers

ask to bring a guest in lieu of a fee. There

can be substantial benefits to this,

especially if they would like to bring

another influencer, and/or if that plus one

will also serve as their

photographer/videographer. We suggest

evaluating such a proposition on a case-

by-case basis, and perhaps even

negotiating for additional deliverables in

exchange. (We should also note that this

request comes frequently even when fees

are involved as well!)



We used this scale to sort the influencers:

Without getting too wordy regarding some of the variables involved with this

analysis, I’ll just honestly say this: it was not an exact science. While I will never

disparage my own spreadsheet skills (Hey-o! I’m proud of my spreadsheet-nerd

status), the data itself served some challenges.

It was NOT possible to make clearly definitive comparisons between each

influencer’s proposals given that deliverables varied so much. However, this is very

indicative of the difficulties of evaluating influencers in general - each has their own

varying level of strengths, and it is not an easy task to try and compare the value of

a TikTok video to a blog post.

But, we did our very best to sort through the 537 influencer applications from

29 different countries! And we also made some clear assumptions that you

should be aware of.
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Assumptions & Notes

Note that each influencer was not classified

according to their total number of fans and

followers across all platforms, but according to

whatever their platform of strength was. For

example: if Norman has 70,000 Instagram

followers and 40,000 monthly readers on his

blog, he was classified in the 50,000 to 100,000

range instead of the 100,000 to 250,000.

<10,000
10,000 to 50,000

50,000 to 100,000
100,000 to 250,000
250,000 to 500,000

>500,000
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The prices that you will see were based

on an average trip of 4 nights and 5 days,

with roughly one piece of evergreen

content per trip (a blog or Youtube video)

plus daily social posts. More than half of

the influencers also offered assets

(photos and video) for the destination's

use beyond the Creator House

campaign.

Although the Creator House applications

analyzed were for two different countries,

the fees were converted to Canadian

dollars for ease of comparison.

The fees that you will see are

unnegotiated. In many cases, in final

discussions with each of the Creator

House participants, we were often able to

secure more (deliverables) or less (fee).

And finally, if I am being totally honest,

there are a couple of things about this

analysis that make me feel gross. For one, it

reduces influencers to numbers. I would

never suggest doing that - there are so

many important qualitative aspects that go

into evaluating their work. For two, we were

also forced to reduce influencers to having

one significant platform of strength based

on those numbers, where many have

multiple. But, as already stated, use this

simply as a general starting point with

which to wade into the waters of

negotiating influencer marketing rates for

tourism campaigns.
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The Data
Before I show you any dollar amounts, here is a breakdown of the influencers

included in the analysis:

Number of influencers

And here's the breakdown according to their individual platforms of strength:

Note that "Other" includes such things as podcasts, Facebook, etc.

 

< 10,000

10,000 to 50,000

50,000 to 100,000

100,000 to 250,000

250,000 to 500,000

> 500,000

83

238

91

88

29

8
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The Data
These are the average costs per level of influencer and platform of strength (and

according to the aforementioned assumptions):

Note that averages were not calculated if there were less than 3
influencers in that category, or where there were significant anomalies.

 

An analysis done by geographic location shows some variations in pricing from

around the world:

Note that averages were not calculated if there were less than 3
influencers in that category, or where there were significant anomalies.

 

Overall, Canadians charged almost 10% more than average, and those from the

USA charged ~20% less (thanks to a few big Canadian Instagrammers bringing up

the average). Influencers from the UK/Europe surprisingly came in over 30% under

average for the groups they are represented in, and international creators came in

lower by almost 60%. Note that there was roughly the same number of Canadians

(194) as American (182) influencers in this review. UK/European creators

numbered 129, and there were 32 international influencers included. 



The challenge with presenting this

analysis is that it is looking backward. The

applications we analyzed go back over

two years, and well, you know, there has

also been a drastic world event during

that time. (Just a global pandemic!) It’s

difficult to assess the full impact of this on

influencer marketing in the tourism space

when it can resume in earnest.

But I will tell you what we do know:
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Going
Forward

There are fewer influencers in the travel

space. Unable to travel or make their

expected income, some have been

forced to pivot or drop out entirely. This

could mean a larger demand for those

that remain, which could drive prices

up. Alternatively, some may be so eager

to travel that they will do so at a

reduced rate. Even in pre-pandemic

times, pricing could still be wildly

different, so I guess what I am saying

here is to expect more of the same

variability!

This is backed up by our experience

running a small number of influencer

campaigns over the past year. We’ve had

influencers try to charge exorbitant

amounts (I expect we were their only client

in 2020) and others that unexpectedly said

they would do the work for no charge,

given that they know how hard up the

industry is. If you described influencer

marketing as the wild, wild west in the past,

well, I expect that it will still have the

capacity to surprise you for a little while yet.

With fewer influencers in rotation, expect

those good quality ones to have their

schedules fill up quickly. Start to develop

solid relationships now, if you haven’t

already.
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About Creator House

Invite creators and influencers to explore from the comfort of a well-chosen base. They

will jet off and explore, and then unwind and create. Cycle them through via a

consistent schedule so that the buzz created doesn’t miss a beat.

Not only have the results of the first iterations of Creator House fueled this campaign,

but they have also been adored by creators and destinations alike.

89 25+ 2+

Number of
influencers

Total
reach

Total
engagements

million million

“Creator House is the exact
program we’ve been looking

for as content creators." 
~ Chris Hau, Creator

“The trip was wonderful. It
was the most well-organized

press trip I have been on!" 
~ Kit Graham, Creator

“It’s a treat to work with such a
professional, innovative and motivated

team." ~ Pam Wamback, Tourism 
Nova Scotia

Contact us today for more detailed case studies and a
discussion on how Creator House can help your destination 

(or brand), even in these turbulent times.
 

https://creator-house.com/

